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Progress Report on Modification of the Biomedical Exposure Facilities at 

the 184" Cyclotron for Space Radiation Biology Studies. 

INTRODUCTION 

By 

Cornelius A. Tobias 

Supported jointly by the NASA and the AEC. the staff of the Donner 

Laboratory and the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory have completed pre

liminary designs of a new proton and alpha particle exposure room to be 

attached to the 184" cyclotron, along v1tith certain focusing and scattering 

equipment to make the high energy beams more useful to biological studies 

than they were previously. 

A new cave has been designed which will allow exposure of small and 

large animals and of other biological specimens to a simulated spectrum of 

protons, deuterons, and alpha particles which can be made to resemble the 

spectrum in solar flares or in the Van Allen radiation belt. Installation of 

the new equipment is planned in January" 1963. 

In the meanwhile, systematic studies are in progress, directed both 

at the fundamental nature of the biological effects of heavy ions as well as 

to measurements of constants that would be of some practical importance 

to future space flight. Reports on this work were given at the recent Congress 

at Harrogate, England by our staff members and collaborators:. John Slater, 

Cornelius Gaffey, C. A. Tobias; Webb Haymaker, Larry Powers, and 

Tor Brustad .. Studies include radiological physics considerations of methods 

·for dosimetry, initial assessment of the nature of secondary particles in 

high energy proton beams and studies on lethal effect and partial body effect 

and effect of radiation combined with other stresses. 

Research work on radiation-induced cataracts and on the whole body 

effects of protons has been carried out jointly with the personnel of the 

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, particularly Colonel Zellmer. He presented 

a preliminary report ofthe results at the recent International Radiation 

Research Congress at Harrogate, England (to be published).· Whole body 

effect of the high energy protons on mice was carried out at Berkele"y in 

collaboration with C. C. Wang. visiting from Massachusetts General Hospital. 
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Preliminary report is presented in this report, pages 3-9. · Summaries of 

three phases of the work are presented.· Charles Sondhaus and Roger 

Wallace consider the scattering and penetration problems of high energy 

protons and the conditions of animal exposure, Willys Brunk et al. $ the 

design of the new shielded proton-alpha room and John Lyman et al., present 

initial data with respect to the ionization of high energy protons as a function 

. of absorber .thickness .. Adaptation of the 88 11 cyclotron to brain studies will 

be discussed in our next Semiannual Report. 
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WITH THE 184-INCH CYCLOTRON 

By 

Charles A. Sondhaus aiid Roger W. Wallace 
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Present information indicates that the proton fluxes observed in inter

planetary space during solar flare activity will constitute the major component 

of radiation hazard in deep space traveL . Several semi-empirical expressions, 

mostly in the form of power functions 9 have been proposed to describe the 

spectral energy distribution of solar flare protons, and extensive dose calcu

lations have been made on the basis of these assumptions. 

Whole-body exposure to these fluxes is almost certain to take place 

under omnidirectional geometry conditions, thereby resulting in a depth dose 

pattern with a high but variable ratio of superficial to midline dose and some 

variability in LET.· In addition, both the energy and intensity of these fields 

is known to vary with time. 

Attempts to estimate lethal dose levels and relative biological effective

ness of solar flare proton radiation have been made, as well as predictions 

of the degree of additivity of radiation injury and other stresses, the differ

ential effects between organ systems such as skin versus bone marrow, etc. 

These estimates have thus far been made largely by calculation and extrapolation 

from other data, there being little opportunity to carry on controlled animal 

radiation experiments in space and few terrestrial sources of high energy 

proton radiation.. 

The 18411 cyclotron at Berkeley is one of a very few existing sources of 

high energy protons.· It can be adapted fairly easily to whole animal radio

biological experiments. The 730 MeV proton beam offers a means of carrying 

out 411" irradiations of mammals with a proton flux provided certain criteria 

can be met by suitable modifications in beam characteristics. Among these 

are the following: 

L Beam energy variation. Of several possible methods of producing 

v~riq.tie energy proton beams, energy degradation by multiple coulomb scat

tering in passage through material appears to be most practical. Although 

intensity is lost and angular and energy dispersions are increased in a de

graded beam, no modification of the accelerator magnetic field or magnetic 

shielding-beam extraction techniques is; required; beams thq.s deg-raded do 

not disturb the operation or construction of the cyclotron itself and experi

mental use can be achieved within a short. time. 
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As scattering materials, lead, copper, aluminum, and carbon have 

been considered.· Design calculations show that degradation in graphite of 

the 730 MeV beam to an energy of 100 MeV,. introduces an additional r. m. s. 

energy spread of less than ±15 MeV in the emergent beam.· The r. m. s. 

angular dispersion of the emergent beam at this energy varies from 0.10 

radian half angle for graphite to 0. 36 radian for lead. · Remanent intensity 

of the emergent beam after degradation to 100 MeV is 7. 5% for graphite and 

16% for lead. 

2. · Broad beam geometry. In order to simulate a 41T or omnidirectional 

exposure, the usual narrow well-collimated beam emerging from the accel

erator must be defocused or otherwise caused to diverge, or alternatively, 

must be made to scan the target by magnetic deflection. Here, the angular 

dispersion introduced in the beam by scattering and energy degradation can 

be utilized. When combined with sinusoidal rotation of the target around one 

axis normalto the beam and uniform rotation around the other, the angular 

dispersion produced in the process of energy degradation appears sufficient 

to generate an isotropic exposure geometry, without recourse to magnetic 

scanning or deflection techniques. 

Upon completion of the above modifications, an animal weighing, up 

to 300-pounds can be irradiated with an alpha or proton beam under con

ditions simulating solar flare radiation.· It will also be possible to defocus 

and degrade the 184-inch beam in stepwise fashion through a range of 

energies. The animal will rotate about two axes in order to reproduce 

omnidirectional irradiation with a direct beam. A positioner-rotator (see 

Figure 1) has been designed to accomplish the animal irradiation and is 

presently under construction. 

It is concluded that .sufficient angular dispersion is introduced by 

scattering in graphite to permit whole body irradiation with target diameters 

up to 3 feet. At the same time, the angular dispersion in graphite is low 

enough to compensate for its increased absorption loss at a given degraded 

energy, making graphite the scattering material of choice. The same con

clusion is reached on. the basis of the relative number of secondary neutrons 

produced in the scatterer, which is lowest for carbon .. A combination of 

graphite and lead may also exhibit some advantages. 

The resulting proton energies and geometry of the exposure can be shown 

to simulate fairly adequately the solar flare condition, thus permitting direct 

experimental study of biological effects, depth dose patterns and shielding 

configurations. 
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PROGRAM OF THE MEDICAL CAVE MODIFICATIONS 
OF THE 184-INCH CYCLOTRON 

By 

Willys 0. Brunk, Jerry Howard, and Nicholas W. Yanni 

The design portion of the modifications to be made on the Medical Cave 

at the 184-inch Cyclotron at Berkeley, California, was started in February 

1962. 

In orderto perform whole-body-radiation experiments with animals 

simulating solar flare radiation, two (2) basic problems must be resolved. 

The first is how to increase the beam intensity in the Medical Cave 

enough to give a reasonable exposure time. This can be accomplished only 

by the reduction of the amount of beam lost after it leaves the steering mag

net. We propose to reduce the beam divergence by the use of a quadrupole 

magnet of a large aperture (8-inch diameter) along with a larger aperture 

(8-inch diameter) beam tube. This will make it possible to focus the maxi

mum number of protons on the scattering target. This quadrupole magnet is 

on order. The design of the beam tube complex - including vacuum pipe, 

safety plug, and scattering tartet - is about 80 percent complete, and about 

50 percent of it is on order. 

The second problem is one of protection of operating personnel from 

overdoses of radiation when such intense beams of protons are being dir

ected into the Medical Cave. From our experience with such beams in the 

Physics Cave, we know that the present Medical Cave side walls must be 

increased to 12 feet equivalent of ordinary concrete, the back wall increased 

to 20 feet equivalent of ordinary concrete, the roof increased to 8 feet 

equivalent of ordinary concrete, and a solid shielding door provided. These 

increases amount to 140 percent for the side walls, 300 percent for the back 

wall, and 300 percent for the roof.· Since the building is not large enough to 

accommodate a cave of adequate size with walls this thick of ordinary con

crete, more massive material must be used so that a given amount of 

shielding may be obtained with thinner walls. This is being accomplished 

by using U. S. Navy surplus steel and high-density aggregate concrete. 

The design, as shown on Figure 2, is 90 percent complete, the required steel 

has been procured, the heavy aggregate is on order, and fabrication jobs 

for about 20 percent of the required shielding blocks are out for bid. 
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The massiveness of the required shielding walls and the resulting 

increased floor loads necessitate reinforcing the floor in the Cyclotron 

building at the vicinity of the Medical Cave .. The hydraulic-actuated door 

that is available from the Physics Group requires a pit, which can be pro

vided when the floor is strengthened, and a slight modification to adjust it 

to the Medical Cave platform height. · Designs on these modifications are 

complete, as are the designs of.the platforms themselves, and both will be 

ordered within the week. 

The current schedule is to have all of the equipment available for 

installation by October 15, 1962. · Thi~ is based on the earliest possible 

shut-down; however, installation may be postponed until January 1963, 

depending on the Cyclotron schedule and overall modifications.· It is esti

mated that a period of approximately three weeks will be required for in

stallation. 
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IONIZATION OF 730~MeV PROTONS IN VARIOUS MATERIALS 

By 

John Lyman, Jerry Howard, and Cornelius A. Tobias 

To obtain the effect of various absorber thicknesses upon beam ioni

zation, two (2) ionization chambers having a nitrogen atmosphere were used. 

The upstream monitor chamber has a sensitive cross section 1/2 inch in 

diameter and an electrode separator of 1/2 inch.· The downstream chamber, 

placed next to and after the last absorber, has a sensitive cross section 4 

inches in diameter and an electrode separation of l/2 inch. The absorbers 

are 8 inches by 8 inches. A nearly constant dose was measured by the up

stream chamber for each thickness of the absorber, and the resulting curve 

is a plot of the ratio of the downstream chamber reading to the upstream 

chamber reading versus absorber thickness (see Figures 3 and 4). 

The effect of beam ionization versus absorber thickness for lucite, 

lead, and copper is shown in Figure 3 .. The lucite curve rises slightly 

faster than the copper, then falls off more rapidly. The copper curve rises 

faster than the lead curve, then falls off more rapidly. Sufficient lead was 
\ 

used to determine the full range of the 7 3'0-MeV protons (see Figure 4). It 

is of interest to note that the initial build-up of ionization in copper is higher 

than for lead, even though the ionization eventually falls off more rapidly. 

The converse is true for lucite versus lead and lucite versus copper. 
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Fig. 3 Transition Curves of 7 30 MeV Protons 1n Various Materials 
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Fig. 4 Ionization Curve of 7 30 MeV Protons m Lead 
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